
1001 +VAT Mirrored top metal framed console table

1002 +VAT Gold finished console table with mirrored 
surface

1003 +VAT Gold finished console table with mirrored 
surface

1004 +VAT Gold finished console table with mirrored 
surface

1005 +VAT Gold finished console table with mirrored 
surface

1006 +VAT Substantial limed wood dining table on 
twin column base

1007 Fleece upholstered easy chair and diamond 
stitch upholstered dining chair

1008 Modern pair of Eames type bent wood bar stools 
with black leatherette upholstered seats

1009 Modern dark wood effect dining table on black 
hairpin legs

1010 Assortment of brass finish and mesh fire 
screens

1011 +VAT Modern metal black and steel finish 
sideboard with glass fronted doors

1012 Edwardian wooden cased mantle clock

1013 Early 20th Century dark oak cased mantle clock 
by Mappin & Webb with copper details

1014 Bamboo and brass magazine rack

1015 Edwardian mahogany cased grandmother clock 
by Winlov Bros, Hunstanton

1016 +VAT Modern limed wood finish console table 
on black metal supports

1017 +VAT Gold finished console table with mirrored 
surface

1018 Modern black and cane entertainment stand

1019 Small mushroom shaped desk ornament x6

1020 +VAT Modern pair of blue suede upholstered 
cylindrical footstools

1021 +VAT Square profile metallic topped coffee table 
on black metal frame

1022 +VAT Modern drum shaped coffee table with 
radial pattern

1023 Dark oak cased grandfather clock by Thos Pilch, 
N. Walsham

1024 Mid century teak sideboard with 3 central 
drawers

1025 Collection of wooden ornaments, including tribal 
masks, crocodiles, together with further 
collectibles including German collectors plates, 
brass model of a coal mine, Golden Lion ship 
contained within a glass dome, a barometer etc.

1026 Group of 8 glazed posters depicting early 20th 
Century motor vehicles

1027 Gilt framed rectangular wall mirror

1028 Collection of clocks including a Napoleon type 
mantle clock, a President wall clock, a Seiko 
acrylic mantle clock and a Kundo carriage type 
mantle clock

1029 A pine chest with 6 asymmetrical drawers

1030 Dark oak cased circular wall barometer

1031 *Withdrawn*

1032 Bar height circular glass table on criss cross 
light oak base

1033 Dark oak bench, possibly ecclesiastical

1034 Child's highchair

1035 +VAT Modern pair of black wood finish chests 
each having 2 over 2 drawers

1036 Floor standing brass finished 4 tier helving unit 
with marble effect and glass shelves

1037 +VAT Modern floor standing black metal 
shelving unit

1038 Collection of approx 22 ltd edn prints of town 
and country scenes, including some of local 
interests

1039 Modern white chest of 3 drawers

1040 Tsang scumble glazed blue and black 8 drawer 
cabinet

1041 Modern hardwood effect sideboard with 3 
central doors and a single door cupboard

1042 Modern light oak entertainment unit with glass 
doors

1043 +VAT Set of 4 modern metal framed white 
fleece upholstered bar height stools

1044 Abstract framed painting of a townscape, signed 
Catheau

1045 +VAT Modern pair of black finish storage 
cabinets

1046 Patinated ornament of a hound

1047 Modern black finish storage cabinet with 3 
drawers

1048 2 bathroom storage units, 1 grey, 1 white with 
wicker upper baskets
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1049 Modern wood finish single drawer bedside

1050 Single mushroom coloured dining chair on black 
tapered supports

1051 +VAT Double divan bed with Kingston Ortho 
mattress

1052 +VAT Single divan bed with mattress and

1053 +VAT Single divan bed with Excel sleep deluxe 
mattress

1054 modern pine open front bookcase

1055 Modern oatmeal upholstered easy chair on 
bentwood base with matching footstool

1056 Modern blue check upholstered wing back easy 
chair and similar yellow check upholstered 
footstool

1057 +VAT Modern black finish desk with 2 drawers

1058 Mid century teak framed tile top coffee table with 
2 further occasional tables nesting beneath

1059 A modern metallic brown upholstered bar height 
stool on chrome supports

1060 Cane 3 panel folding screen

1061 +VAT 2 Black tubular metal single bed frames 
with slats

1062 Teak encased speaker on castors

1063 Teak finish sideboard together with a further 
smaller similar sideboard

1064 composite wood dining table with 4 matching 
spindle back dining chairs

1065 Single Ercol carver chair together with a mid 
century teak dressing table stool

1066 Dark oak circular drop side coffee table

1067 Dark oak drop side table on barley twist 
supports

1068 Early 20th century twin handled pine chest with 
fitter interior

1069 Single white single drawer bedside

1070 Off-white 3 drawer chest with floral ceramic 
handles, together with 2 matching bedsides

1071 Pair of floral decorative vases

1072 Yellow pastel painted chest of 3 drawers

1073 Modern grey shoe storage unit with light oak 
surface

1074 Mahogany 2 over 2 chest of drawers

1075 Green painted pine cabinet

1076 Modern grey corner TV entertainment stand with 
oak top, shelf and 2 drawers

1077 Modern grey TV entertainment stand with oak 
top, 2 drawers and shelf below

1078 Hardwood chest of 4 drawers with integral mirror 
and carved surround on handles

1079 Collection of Elvis Presley memorabilia to 
include commemorative silver jubilee of 
Heartbreak Hotel, Hi Hill Sneakers record etc

1080 8 'Home and Love' wall hangings

1081 Pair of white painted 3 drawer bedside units

1082 Large rectangular ornate framed and beveled 
mirror

1083 +VAT Eco Furn Orchard headboard, 3' in 
plantation hardwood finish, colour: white, 
bedframe in 2 boxes

1084 Framed print of Chichester Canal by J. M. W. 
Turner

1085 Framed print of 2 ducks in bed, entitled Living 
Together, artwork by Michael Bedard

1086 Pair of framed floral prints

1087 Modern black extending dining table with set of 
3 black and grey upholstered dining chairs

1088 Set of 5 dark oak stick back dining chairs with 1 
further similar chair

1089 2 similar pairs of stick back dining chairs

1090 Long black extending dining table on tapered 
supports

1091 Glass topped coffee table on brushed chrome 
tapered supports

1092 Modern light oak finish extending dining table

1094 Pine painted storage bench

1095 Mid Century teak extending dining table

1096 Modern grey false drawer entertainment stand

1097 Modern grey upholstered shell shaped bar 
height stool together with matching blue one

1098 Modern white bedside unit together with 2 others

1099 Pine double futon with cream cushion

1100 Early 20th Century children's wooden rocking 
horse

1101 Pine painted 2 over 2 chest of drawers

1102 Double bed frame in black with leather effect

1103 Collection of 4 bar stools
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1104 Mid century leather lounge chair on star base in 
the style of Gote Mobler

1105 Mid century Design inspired Lounge Chair on 
chrome supports with attachable head rest

1106 Reproduction of a Moorish Style copper and 
stained glass lantern

1107 +VAT Pair of matching 2 over 1 rattan effect 
storage units

1108 Modern black lounge suite to include a 
sideboard and long entertainment stand

1109 Tan corner sofa with diamond stitched arms 
together with a box containing the legs

1110 Pine cupboard and free standing dressing table 
mirror

1111 Modern pine wood coffee table on black support 
together with a pair of matching smaller coffee 
tables

1112 Set of 2 brass nesting coffee tables with glass 
shelving

1113 Collection of Charles Dickens hard back books 
together with 2 William Shakespeare hard back 
books

1114 Modern oak dining table with reeded base and 
stone effect top

1115 Modern white artist table

1116 Modern wood effect entertainment stand with 
matching shelf unit on black supports

1117 Brown leather sofa upholstered in Chesterfield 
manner

1118 Nesting pair of black finish circular coffee tables

1119 Dark oak writing desk with inset leather writing 
surface on barley twist support with heavy 
carving

1120 Walnut chest on stand on ball and claw supports

1121 Edwardian mahogany chest of 2 over 3 drawers

1122 Carved hardwood double bedframe with 
decorative columns and fretwork detail

1123 Moder grey cloakroom stand

1124 Mahogany framed chaise in pink upholstered 
button back finish

1125 Mahogany effect stereo cabinet

1126 Mahogany Edwardian chest of 2 over 3 drawers

1127 Mahogany chest of drawers, the upper drawer 
disguised with 2 smaller drawers aside above 3 
long lower drawers

1128 Pair of modern vases with yellow finish

1129 +VAT Modern white upholstered L-shaped 
corner sofa on black metal supports

1130 Mid-century Design inspired "Eyeball" ceiling 
light fixture, the central column supporting 3 
globular spots

1131 Modern light oak finish cupboard with 3 drawers 
and granite inset surface

1132 Mahogany dresser base with 4 long drawers and 
2 upper hidden drawers

1133 Windsor type wooden chair

1134 Large dark oak dining table with central leaf and 
10 (8+2) oak framed brown leather upholstered 
dining chairs and a small wooden coffee table

1135 Patinated metal ornament of a female with a bird 
resting on her shoulder

1136 Brass ornament of a dancer and fairy

1137 Pair of binoculars, Royal Mint Queen Golden 
Jubilee medal and a copy of 'Tales of Toyland' 
1963 ed. by Enid Blyton

1138 Pair of cast iron fire dogs in the style of 19th 
Century French 'Alsacian Woman' Andirons

1139 Paddington Bear Figure / Collectable Toy, with 
hat, coat, parcel label and boots.

1140 Beswick model of a rearing Welsh Cob horse, 
Model Number 1014

1141 2 boxed collectors limited edition bears; 
Paddington and Snoopy

1142 Honey oak writing desk with and arrangement of 
7 drawers

1143 2 brass ceiling light candelabras

1144 Edwardian oak display cabinet with leaded glass 
doors and central inlaid motif

1145 Ornament of a female nude

1146 Edwardian mahogany cased Napoleon type 
mantle clock and a dark oak cased mantle clock

1147 Walnut effect nest of 3 coffee tables

1148 Modern dark wood 2 door wardrobe with single 
drawer under

1149 Modern oak dresser with upper glass doors

1150 Pair of stackable modern metal framed stools 
with adjustable height circular wooden seats

1151 Pair of stackable modern metal framed stools 
with adjustable height circular wooden seats

1152 Modern grey dining table on black tapered 
supports
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1153 Extensive collection of Johnson Bros. Indian 
Tree tableware

1154 An assortment of 9 various chairs and stools

1155 Modern limed wood single drawer side table

1156 +VAT Ottlite desk lamp

1157 Pine dressing table mirror

1158 X-rocker metal framed cabin bed with single 
mattress

1159 Modern grey record storage unit with ribbed 
door fronts

1160 Modern wood finish dining table on black metal 
supports

1161 Gilt framed rectangular beveled wall mirror

1162 215 x 106cm. Persian figured and bordered rug

1163 200 x 110cm. Persian figured and bordered rug

1164 210 x 135cm. Persian figured and bordered rug

1165 Navy blue and red figured and bordered hall 
runner

1166 231 x 90cm. Persian figured and bordered hall 
runner

1167 217 x 120cm. Persian blue, red and purple 
figured and bordered hall runner

1168 Modern composite wood desk chair on 5 star 
base and castors

1169 Modern black metal double bed frame

1170 Modern orange upholstered head board

1171 Modern composite wood double bed frame

1172 Modern white fleece upholstered bed frame

1173 Modern white wooden slatted bed frame

1174 Large mattress

1175 +VAT Modern grey leather upholstered electric 
reclining sofa

1176 +VAT Modern grey leather upholstered electric 
reclining armchair

1177 Vintage Singer sewing machine with table

1178 +VAT Grey patterned fluffy rug

1179 +VAT Asiatic London Nova 200 x 290cm. area 
rug

1180 +VAT 150 x 210cm. plush area rug in cream

1181 +VAT 200 x 274cm. Centenno mottled grey area 
rug

1182 +VAT 200 x 274cm. Centenno blue-grey mottled 
area rug

1183 Collection of Royal Doulton ornaments from the 
Snowman Gift Collection (nos. DS1, DS2, DS3, 
DS4, DS8) together with 2 mugs

1184 Collection of novelty teapots by Leonardo and 
others, in the form of cottages and washing 
machine

1185 Woodhouse Family ceramic ornament collection 
including a number of Woodhouse ornaments 
within an open fronted cottage display cabinet

1186 3 various oil lanterns each with glass funnel, and 
one further spare funnel

1187 Kiddies Favourite collectors card club 
footballer's album and the contents of various 
collectors cards, together with a tin record player

1188 Approximately 10 Diecast collectors vehicles by 
Bburago, Maisto, Corgi Classics and Corgi 
including a WWII tank, Ferrari racing cars etc.

1189 Parcel of Royal Mail Dirst Day covers, 
Commerative and Souvenir stamps themes 
including RAF (some signed)

1190 Small black tin and the contents of various 
coinage, including half crowns and bank notes

1191 Clarice Cliff floral vase no. 899

1192 5 piece Damascus steel blade knife set in 
wooden case

1193 Mahogany whatnot and hanging 3-tier shelving 
unit

1194 Limited edition print of a robin but Peter 
Hayman, together with a framed and glazed 
print of Alice at a mad tea party

1195 Collection of Greek tourists ceramics and 2 
collectors spoons

1196 Pair of oak bellows converted into a horn with a 
brass trumpet

1197 Glass dressing table set, together with cut glass 
and crystal tumblers, wine glasses, decanters 
and bowls

1198 Pair of stackable modern metal framed stools 
with adjustable height circular wooden seats

1199 Dark oak barley twist coffee table

1200 +VAT 2 boxed twin packs containing planters on 
stands, together with a further loose planter on 
stand

1201 +VAT Costco Greenwich sofa table, boxed

1202 Royal Vintage typewriter

1203 Box containing qty of Wedgewood calendar year 
plates
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1204 Various floating shelves

1205 Various vintage toys to include battery operated 
police jumbo cycle, flip over buggy, super night 
car, and lorry and trailer

1206 3 various boxes containing mantle clocks, 
various brassware, wicker basket, various 
glasses etc

1207 Box containing qty of vinyl 45's

1208 Box containing various Diecast cars to include 
Corgi, Van Guards etc

1209 3 boxes of various Royal Air Force & Railway 
books to include 'The Red Arrows Story', 
'Winston Forde-Air Force Cade' (signed copy), 
Tales of the Old Railway Men, 'Great Journeys 
of the World' 'Steam in East Anglia' etc. together 
with 'The Archers' Collection

1210 Plastic tub containing various Cliff Richard 
calendars and books

1211 2 Elizabethan elite 4 reel to reel tape players

1212 Box containing various clocks and barometers

1213 2 crates containing various pre-loved cars to 
include Matchbox etc

1214 2 boxes containing DVD's and CD's

1215 2 boxes containing various vinyl LP's to include 
Sting and The Police, Super Tramp etc

1216 Crate containing various ornaments, clocks, 
barometer etc

1217 2 boxes containing qty of Ocaldo ready mixed 
paint in various colours

1218 Large box of commemorative porcelainware by 
Wedgewood, Royal Worcester and others, 
together with a Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee 
plated tray, commemorative mirrors, Queen 
Elizabeth II Golden Jubilee spoon set

1219 Box containing various cat ornaments

1220 Ambulance service hat together with pair of 
vintage goggles and box containing various 
Danbury Royal themed plates

1221 Jones Fantasy 1 sewing machine

1222 2 boxes containing qty of oriental style plates

1223 Box containing various plates, bowls etc by 
Alfred Meakin

1224 Box containing various books to include garden, 
autobiographies etc

1225 Box containing 4 packs of spa foaming bath 
epson salt and BFF Love bath bomb and soap 
powder

1226 2 boxes of crocodile effect storage box sets

1227 Box containing qty of Wild Republic small plush 
dinosaurs

1228 Stack of various LP's to include Ken Dodd, Abba 
etc

1229 Crate containing stuffed teddy bear, costume 
jewellery, dog toy and Pelham puppet in box

1230 4 boxes containing qty of vinyl LP's

1231 Box containing various Toby style jugs

1232 2 boxes containing 7" vinyls

1233 Box containing various collectable Tetley Tea 
figurines

1234 Box containing various records by His Master's 
Voice

1235 Box containing various clocks, alarm clocks etc

1236 Stack of various collectable plate from 
Davenport, Bradford Exchange etc

1237 Woven sewing type box containing various 
sewing accessories to include buttons, cottons 
etc

1238 4 various stacks of The War Illustrated, 
magazines and newspapers

1239 2 stacks containing approx. 16 jigsaws

1240 Box containing various games to include Trivial 
Pursuit, Scattergories, Back Gammon set in 
case, wooden toy blocks etc together with box of 
various wooden trains and track

1241 Box containing qty of biro pens

1242 Crate containing various dolls, ET plush, white 
metal serving set, teapot etc

1243 Box containing various hand painted tea service 
set together with box of various glassware

1244 Box containing Alfred Meakin dinner service 
together with further small tea service set and 
another box containing various cups, jugs, 
plates etc

1245 4 boxes containing various yellow metal light 
hangings, lamps, various brassware to include 
fire companion set, glassware and coloured 
glass etc

1246 Box of various bric-a-brac to include vanity sets, 
glassware, pictures, frames etc

1247 5 boxes containing qty of Elvis memorabilia to 
include various plates, hanging baubles, 
ornaments, photographs etc

1248 3 crates of bric a brac
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1249 5 crates of mixed collectibles including Denby 
serving dish, robot fighter and other games, 
dolls, Wimbledon bag, clocks etc.

1250 Qty of vinyl LP's to include Deep Purple, Iron 
Maiden, The Who, Rolling Stones etc

1251 Underbay of various vinyl LP's to include Bob 
Dylan, Pretenders, Van Morrison together with 
various 7" singles in cases

1252 3 crates containing various vinyl LP's and 7" 
singles

1253 +VAT Sum Up 3D payment kit and Sum Up solo 
smart card terminal

1254 +VAT Sum Up 3D payment kit and Sum Up solo 
smart card terminal

1255 Japan triple hardened steel knife set in case

1256 Japan triple hardened steel knife set in case

1257 Yellow metal Ainsley earring necklace and pin 
badge set together with Franklyn Mint clover

1258 Pair of Ross London binoculars 7x50 with case

1259 *Withdrawn*

1260 Various plates, cups and ornaments to include 
Royal Crown Derby robin ornament

1261 Cage containing various watches to include 
Citron, Accurist etc

1262 Cage containing qty of Hornby and other model 
railway carriages, controller, track etc

1263 Cage containing various glass jugs

1264 Cage containing various grooming and skin-care 
products to include Philips OneBlade, Oral B 
toothbrush heads etc.

1265 Cage containing various Toby style jugs and 
figurines to include Winston Churchill and book 
entitled 'Encyclopedia of Photography' edited by 
Bernard E Jones

1266 Cage containing various Royal Worcester cups, 
Wedgewood Peter Rabbit bowls, money boxes 
and other collectibles

1267 Cage containing various cut glasses, decanters, 
plates etc

1268 Cased cutlery set

1269 *Withdrawn*

1270 2 cages containing qty of camera equipment to 
include Canon EOS 400D SLR camera, 
Panasonic TZ8 digital camera, 35mm film 
camera, various lens, camera bags etc

1271 Cage containing various 35mm film cameras 
and lenses to include Pentax K1000, Pentax 
P30, various lenses etc

1272 +VAT Circulon knife block set

1273 +VAT Toshiba 55" smart TV with remote, no 
stand model 55UL5A63DB

1274 JVC 32" TV with stand

1275 Panasonic Viera TV 32" with stand and remote 
control

1276 Samsung 32" TV with stand and remote control

1277 Samsung 32" TV with stand and remote control

1278 Samsung 40" TV with stand

1279 Panasonic 40" TV with stand and remote

1280 Bush 26" TV with stand and remote

1281 Bose solo 15 TV sound system

1282 Sony FM stereo receiver model STR-DB870

1283 Pair of Denon bookshelf speakers, model SC-
M2 with 2 x speaker stands

1284 +VAT SumUp payment terminal

1285 +VAT Burberry Brit for her eau de toilet 100ml

1286 +VAT Pair of Sony headphones model WH-
CH720N

1287 +VAT Pair of Sony headphones model WH-
CH720N

1288 Vintage Terra-Hit hand held game by Tomy 
dated 1979

1289 +VAT Razor wolverine V2 wide game controller 
for Xbox

1290 +VAT Razer Wolverine wired gaming controller

1291 +VAT Huawei Watch GT3

1292 +VAT Pair of Aftershokz Air wireless bone 
conducting headphones

1293 3 smart band watches together with 3 other 
watches

1294 +VAT Pair of J-Lab Epic Air true wireless 
earbuds

1295 +VAT Pair of J-Lab Epic Air true wireless 
earbuds

1296 +VAT Apple Watch Series 8, 41mm, Midnight 
Aluminium case, Midnight Sport band, model 
A2770, boxed

1297 +VAT Apple Watch Series 8, 45mm, Midnight 
Aluminium case, Midnight Sport band, model 
A2775, boxed
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1298 +VAT Apple Watch Series 8, 41mm, Midnight 
Aluminium case, Midnight Sport band, model 
A2770, boxed

1299 +VAT Apple AirTag 4-pack, boxed

1300 Super 8 movie camera

1301 Trail camera

1302 2 fitness tracking watches

1303 Martic deluxe vintage car radio

1304 3 packs containing horological journals from 
1960's

1305 2 packs containing Match Attacks

1306 Box containing various resin/concrete moulds

1307 +VAT Simplehuman sensor mirror

1308 Samsung sound bar

1309 +VAT JBL Boom Box 3 bluetooth speaker

1310 *Withdrawn*

1311 +VAT Google Nest video doorbell (battery 
version)

1312 +VAT Google Nest video doorbell (battery 
version)

1313 +VAT Google Nest video doorbell (battery 
version)

1314 Fender MS4 foot switch

1315 Crate containing various RC helicopters, boats 
etc

1316 +VAT 3 various storage boxes

1317 +VAT 3 packs of Sanus TV wall mount for 25"-
55" TV's

1318 +VAT HP 23.8-inch All-in-One Desktop PC, 
Intel® Core™ i3-7020U, 8 GB DDR4-2133 
SDRAM (2 x 4 GB), Intel® HD Graphics 620, 
128 GB SSD, model ck0012na, boxed with 
keyboard and mouse

1319 2 Sound Lab cabinet loud speakers

1320 3 Wem fold up cabinet speakers

1321 Fender Mustang V200W guitar speaker cabinet

1322 2 electro voice incorporated 2 way stage 
speakers model S152

1323 2 Toa 240W stage speakers model SL150

1324 Children's electric guitar in black together with 
wash burn guitar amplifier

1325 Fender KXR200 speaker amplifier

1326 Behringer Euro Live active 550W 2 way PA 
speaker system model VP1520D

1327 Altanta 6 multi purpose stereo mixer

1328 IMG Stage Line stereo pro mixer model MPX-
210

1329 Tec stereo power amplifier 2x100W by SkyTech

1330 Prosound professional power amplifier 1000

1331 Prosound 800 professional power amplifier

1332 Custom KPM4060 60W RMS mixer amplifier

1333 2 Carlsbro monitor speakers

1334 2 Yamaha cabinet loud speakers

1335 Alto professional live 1604 studio mixer

1336 Dynamic sound HiFi system karaoke player

1337 Saisho compact stereo system to include CD 
player, Twin cassette deck, graphic equaliser 
and amp with 2 speakers

1338 Bushnell telescope on tripod

1339 +VAT Unboxed Celestron Omni AZ 102 
telescope in box

1340 Metal case containing qty of various 
microphones, pedals, audio cabling etc together 
with bag containing various audio cabling

1341 +VAT HP deskjet printer 4120E

1342 +VAT HP LaserJet printer M110we

1343 +VAT HP Laser Jet printer model M110WE

1344 +VAT Epson Expression Home printer model 
XP-4200

1345 +VAT American Tourister suitcase in black

1346 +VAT American Tourister suitcase in light blue

1347 +VAT American Tourister suitcase in light blue

1348 +VAT Small American Tourister suitcase in dark 
blue

1349 +VAT 2 Delsey suitcases in black (1 large, 1 
small)

1350 +VAT Delsey soft suitcase in black

1351 +VAT Bag containing mixed electricals including 
Accurite digital wall clock, 2 Belkin power banks, 
Magic car phone mount and Salter digital 
luggage scales

1352 HP 14" laptop with 4GB RAM, Windows 10 
Home OS, model 14-AX000NA in blue with 
charger

1358 +VAT Mini bluetooth radio speaker
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1401 +VAT Approx. 30 Solar escape UV grassland 
hats

1402 +VAT Approx. 30 Solar escape UV grassland 
hats

1403 +VAT Approx. 30 Solar escape UV grassland 
hats

1404 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies 2 piece pyjama/lounge 
sets by DKNY

1405 +VAT Mixed bag of mens and womens clothing 
to include jumpers, trousers, shirts ect (approx. 
15 items)

1406 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies clothing to include t-
shirts, jumpers, jeans ect. (approx. 20 items)

1407 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies clothing to include 
jumpers, trousers, base layers ect. (approx. 20 
items)

1408 +VAT 5 ladies coats/jackets by Champion, 
Andrew Marc, 32 degrees heat

1409 +VAT 4 ladies coats by 32 degrees heat

1410 +VAT 5 mens coats or body warmer by 32 
degrees heat

1411 Approx. 14 kids Under Armour hooded jumpers

1412 +VAT Approx. 15 items of mens Ted Baker 
clothing to include 1/4 zip jumpers and t-shirts

1413 +VAT 2 pairs of mens Emporio Armani trousers 
(W40 L34)

1414 +VAT 3 pairs of mens Emporio Armani trousers 
(W40 L34)

1415 +VAT The North Face hooded jumper in grey 
size M

1416 +VAT The North Face hooded jumper in black 
size M

1417 +VAT The North Face hooded jumper in black 
size XL

1418 +VAT Ladies Pajar canada coat in black & white 
size S

1419 +VAT 10 Disney Mickey mouse or 101 
Dalmatians one piece lounge suits

1420 +VAT 10 Disney Mickey mouse or 101 
Dalmatians one piece lounge suits

1421 +VAT 10 Disney Mickey mouse or 101 
Dalmatians one piece lounge suits

1422 +VAT 10 Disney Mickey mouse or 101 
Dalmatians one piece lounge suits

1423 +VAT 10 Disney Mickey mouse or 101 
Dalmatians one piece lounge suits

1424 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear/pyjama 
sets by DKNY

1425 +VAT Approx. 15 ladies 2 piece 
loungewear/pyjama sets by DKNY

1426 +VAT Approx. 15 ladies pyjama sets by Room 
Service

1427 +VAT Approx. 10 items of Ellesse clothing to 
include hooded jumpers or tracksuit bottoms

1428 +VAT Approx. 16 items of mens clothing to 
include jumpers

1429 Quantity of kids Hype socks

1430 +VAT Quantity of mens socks

1431 +VAT Quantity of ladies fleece lined base layer 
clothing by 32 degrees heat

1432 +VAT Approx. 20 items of Calvin Klein clothing 
to include bottoms and jumpers

1433 +VAT Approx. 20 items of ladies clothing to 
include leggings, jumpers, skirts ect

1434 +VAT Approx. 18 items of mens clothing to 
include jeans, jumpers, shirts ect.

1435 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear/pyjama 
sets

1436 +VAT Approx. 15 items of mens clothing to 
include t-shirts, trousers, shorts ect

1437 +VAT 5 mens coats by 32 degrees heat

1438 +VAT 5 mens coats/jackets by 32 degrees heat 
or Kirkland

1439 +VAT Mixed bag of mens and womens 
underwear, socks and bras

1440 +VAT Mixed bag of mens and womens 
underwear, socks and bras

1441 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of ladies Kirkland jeans

1442 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of ladies Kirkland jeans

1443 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of ladies Kirkland jeans

1444 +VAT 7 mens coats by 32 degrees heat

1445 +VAT Approx. 15 items of branded sportswear 
to include Nike, Adidas, Under Armour ect.

1446 Approx. 30 kids Levi's denim shorts

1447 Approx. 30 kids Levi's denim shorts

1448 Approx. 30 kids Levi's denim shorts

1449 Approx. 30 kids Levi's denim shorts

1450 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Jack Wills t-shirts

1451 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Jack Wills t-shirts
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1452 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Jack Wills t-shirts

1453 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Jack Wills t-shirts

1454 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Jack Wills t-shirts

1455 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear/pyjama 
sets

1456 +VAT Approx. 16 items of mens clothing to 
include trousers, jumpers ect.

1457 +VAT 7 mens hooded jumpers, 1/4 zip jumpers 
and button up jacket by Jachs NY, Penguin, 
Jack Wills and BC Clothing Co.

1458 +VAT 4 mens coats or body warmers by 32 
degrees heat of weatherproof

1459 +VAT Ladies The North Face gilet body warmer 
in black size XS

1460 Kids DKNY hooded bath robe in pink (size 7-12 
years)

1461 +VAT Approx. 10 items of branded sportswear 
to include Jack Wills, Ellesse, Skechers

1462 +VAT Approx. 10 items of Ellesse clothing to 
include hooded jumpers and tracksuit bottoms

1463 +VAT Approx. 10 items of Ellesse clothing to 
include hooded jumpers and tracksuit bottoms

1464 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Hilary Radley blouse 
shirts

1465 +VAT 5 ladies jackets by 32 degrees heat

1466 +VAT Approx. 15 items of ladies clothing to 
include leggings, shorts, skirts ect.

1467 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear/pyjama 
sets and bath robe by DKNY

1468 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens clothing to 
include trousers by Jachs NY, English laundry or 
weatherproof

1469 +VAT Approx. 10 items of Under Armour 
clothing to included hooded jumpers, 1/4 zip 
tops

1470 +VAT Mixed bag of mens and womens socks

1471 +VAT Approx. 13 items of branded sportswear 
to include Adidas, Umbro, DKNY, Champion ect.

1472 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger jumper in navy size M

1473 +VAT Approx. 15 pairs of Ellesse tracksuit 
bottoms

1474 +VAT Approx. 10 item of Ellesse clothing to 
include hooded jumpers and t-shirts

1475 +VAT Approx. 28 items of ladies clothing to 
include leggings, swimwear, jumpers ect.

1476 +VAT Approx. 15 items of mens clothing to 
include trousers, jumpers ect.

1477 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Jack Wills t-shirts

1478 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies t-shirts by Replay, Ted 
Baker, Jack Wills, Keith Haring

1479 +VAT 4 mens fleece jumpers by Mondetta 
together with 3 fleece lined full zip hooded 
jackets by BC clothing co.

1480 +VAT The North Face 1/4 zip fleece in black 
size L

1481 Approx. 12 girls Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1482 +VAT Bag containing kitchen tea towels, oven 
gloves ect. by Kitchen Aid and others

1483 +VAT bag containing 10 towels by Joules, 
Loftex or Grandeur

1484 +VAT Bag containing a large quantity of kitchen 
tea towels

1485 +VAT Mixed bag containing 10 bath towels and 
6 tea towels

1486 +VAT Brown rubber mat

1487 +VAT 2 hotel grand memory foam pillows

1488 +VAT 2 hotel grand memory foam pillows

1489 +VAT 2 hotel grand memory foam pillows

1490 +VAT 2 hotel grand feather and down pillows

1491 +VAT 2 hotel grand feather and down pillows

1492 +VAT 2 hotel grand feather and down pillows

1493 +VAT 2 hotel grand feather and down pillows

1494 +VAT 2 hotel grand feather and down pillows

1495 +VAT 2 hotel grand cooling pillows

1496 +VAT 2 hotel grand cooling pillows

1497 +VAT 2 snuggledown fresh and cool memory 
foam pillows

1498 +VAT Dreamland luxury faux fur warming throw

1499 +VAT Dreamland luxury faux fur warming throw

1500 +VAT Silent night comfort control electric 
blanket (Double size 120x135cm approx)

1501 +VAT 3 heated throws (no plugs)

1502 +VAT U-shaped pillow with grey fluffy cover

1503 +VAT Silent night comfort control quilted heated 
mattress topper (double size 140x190cm)

1504 +VAT Bag containing one long hot water bottle, 
one comfy original wearable blanket and one 
hooded sleeping bag by weatherproof
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1505 +VAT Town & Country living charcoal and gel 
infused foam mat (60x91cm)

1506 +VAT 4 mens button up jackets by Jachs NY

1507 +VAT 5 mens jackets by 32 degrees heat or 
Jachs NY

1508 +VAT 5 mens fleece full zip jackets by 32 
degrees heat

1509 +VAT 6 ladies jackets by 32 degrees heat

1510 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of ladies trousers by 
Hilary Radley

1511 +VAT Approx. 18 pairs of ladies trousers by 
Hilary Radley

1512 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of ladies trousers by 
Hilary Radley

1513 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of ladies trousers by 
Hilary Radley

1514 +VAT Approx. 35 pairs of ladies leggings by 
Jezebel

1515 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of ladies Kirkland travel 
pants

1516 +VAT Mixed bag of ladies loungewear / pyjamas

1517 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies French Connection 
shorts

1518 +VAT Approx. 15 items of mens and womens 
clothing to include trousers, jumpers ect.

1519 Approx. 20 ladies Mondetta crew neck long 
sleeve tops

1520 +VAT Approx.10 Ladies DKNY pyjama sets.

1521 Approx. 20 girls 2 piece clothing sets by Zunie

1522 Approx. 12 girls party dresses by Jona Michelle

1523 +VAT Three boxed pairs of mens dearfoam 
memory foam slippers together with one boxed 
pair of ladies Kirkland slippers

1524 +VAT Boxed pair of ladies Skechers Gowalk 
trainers in black & grey size 5.5

1525 +VAT Approx.20 mixed ladies clothing. To 
include trousers, tops etc.

1526 +VAT Lacoste Mens underwear (approx. 15 
boxes)

1527 +VAT Lacoste Mens underwear (approx. 15 
boxes)

1528 +VAT Approx.10 boxes of Ladies sports bras by 
Lole

1529 +VAT Approx.10 boxes of Ladies sports bras by 
Lole & Puma

1530 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies DKNY pyjama sets

1531 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies DKNY pyjama sets

1532 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies DKNY pyjama sets

1533 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies DKNY pyjama sets

1534 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies DKNY pyjama sets

1535 DKNY children's hooded blanket size 7-12 years

1536 +VAT Mixed ladies loungewear and pyjama 
sets.

1537 +VAT Approx.15 ladies DKNY hooded jumpers.

1538 +VAT Approx.15 ladies DKNY hooded jumpers 
& leggings

1539 +VAT Approx.15 Mixed branded clothing to 
include Nike, Eleese, Levi, Puma etc.

1540 +VAT The North Face zipped hooded jacket in 
grey size L

1541 +VAT Approx.20 mixed mens clothing to include 
trousers, t shirts, shorts etc.

1542 +VAT Levi mens coat in black size small.

1543 +VAT Levi mens coat in black size XL

1544 +VAT North Face mens t shirt size L.

1545 +VAT 5 ladies coats by Weatherproof, 32 
Degree Heat or Andrew Marc

1546 +VAT 5 ladies coats by Weatherproof or 
Adventure

1547 +VAT 2 hooded sleeping bag jackets by 
Weatherproof.

1548 +VAT Approx 15. items of branded clothing to 
include Under Armour, Nike, Adidas, Puma etc.

1549 +VAT Approx 10 items of Champion clothing 
toinclude jumpers, joggers, t shirts etc.

1550 +VAT Approx 20. items of mens clothing to 
include trousers, t shirts, jumpers etc.

1551 +VAT Approx 20. items of mens clothing to 
include trousers, t shirts, shorts

1552 +VAT Approx 20. items of womens clothing to 
include trousers, t shirts, skirts, cardigans etc.

1553 +VAT Approx 18. items of womens clothing to 
include trousers, t shirts, skirts, jumpers etc.

1554 +VAT Approx 20. Mens mixed Gerry t shirts.

1555 +VAT Mixed bag of mens and womens 
underwear and bras. To include Ralph Lauren, 
Calvin Klein, Puma, DKNY etc

1556 +VAT Approx 20 boxes of Bula Balaclavas

1557 Approx 16. pairs of boys Nike joggers.

1558 Approx 16. pairs of boys Nike joggers.
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1559 Mixed bag of childrens clothing to include t 
shirts, shorts, trousers etc.

1560 Mixed bag of childrens clothing to include t 
shirts, jumpers, trousers etc.

1561 +VAT Mixed bags of tea towels & bath towels. to 
include Kitchen Aid and Grandeur.

1562 +VAT Approx 20. womens trousers by Hilary 
Radley

1563 +VAT Approx 20. Mens Jachs New york trousers

1564 +VAT Approx 20. Mens English Laundry & 
Jachs New York trousers

1565 +VAT Approx 20. mens clothing to include t 
shirts, trousers, jumpers.

1566 +VAT 7 Mens coats and gilletes.

1567 +VAT 5 mens Tommy Bahama dressing gowns

1568 +VAT Approx 15. mens loungewear trousers.

1569 +VAT Approx 15. mens loungewear shirts.

1570 +VAT Approx 10. Mens and Womens mondetta 
beige jumpers.

1571 +VAT Approx 20. Womens clothing to include 
trousers, jumpers, blouses, jackets etc

1572 +VAT Men and Womens underwear, socks and 
bras. To include brands such as Tommy 
Hillfiger, Ted Baker, Lole, DKNY etc.

1573 Approx 15 childrens sports wear. To include 
Under Armour, Adidas, Puma, Jack Wills

1574 Mixed boys and girls bodysuits. Mixed ages.

1575 Mixed boys and girls bodysuits. Mixed ages.

1576 Mixed boys and girls bodysuits. Mixed ages.

1577 Mixed girls and unisex sleepers.

1578 +VAT Approx 15. Womens Champion hoodies.

1579 +VAT Approx 15. Womens Champion hoodies.

1580 +VAT Approx 15. Womens Champion hoodies.

1581 +VAT Approx 25. Womens Under Armour 
quarter zip jackets.

1582 +VAT Approx 20. Womens Mondetta jumpers

1583 +VAT Approx 20. Womens Mondetta jumpers

1584 +VAT Approx 20. Womens Mondetta jumpers

1585 +VAT Approx 20. Womens Mondetta jumpers

1586 +VAT Approx 20. Womens Mondetta jumpers

1587 +VAT Approx 20. Womens Mondetta jumpers. 
Mixed colours and sizes.

1588 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies long sleeve crew neck 
tops by Mondetta

1589 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies long sleeve crew neck 
tops by Mondetta

1590 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies long sleeve crew neck 
tops by Mondetta

1591 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens and womens 
clothing to include t-shirts, jumpers ect.

1592 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens and womens 
clothing to include jumpers, trousers ect.

1593 +VAT Large life comfort throw in green

1594 +VAT 2 boxed comfy original wearable blankets 
(one in blue, one in pink)

1595 +VAT Childrens monkey themed sleeping bag

1596 +VAT Dreamland luxury faux fur warming throw

1597 +VAT Dreamland luxury faux fur warming throw

1598 +VAT Large throw in grey

1599 +VAT 2 pack yellow velvet soft plush cushions

1600 +VAT Dreamland luxury faux fur warming throw

1700 +VAT 1.6L Le Creuset kettle in black, boxed

1701 +VAT 1.1L Le Creuset kettle in red, boxed

1702 +VAT 1.9L Le Creuset stainless steel saucepan 
with lid

1703 +VAT Le Creuset enameled cast iron casserole 
dish in black, boxed

1704 +VAT Le Creuset enameled cast iron skillet in 
cream, boxed

1705 +VAT Le Creuset 14cm. medium red storage jar, 
200ml grey mug (nb, with small chip), 350ml. 
blue mug (nb, 2 small chips), and a further 
350ml. blue mug

1706 +VAT Set of 6 Le Creuset cereal bowls in 
various colours, in packaging

1707 +VAT Bag containing aromatherapy candles, 
incense cones, wall clocks, storage bags, 
coasters, placemats etc.

1708 +VAT Bag containing photo frames, A4 
notebooks, A4 copy paper, envelopes, table 
lamps etc.

1709 +VAT Bag containing LED light up 
aromatherapy humidifier, notebooks, vanity 
organiser, key holdr etc.

1710 +VAT Bag containing vacuum storage bags, 
olive green lamp shade, pair of Amazon Basics 
Straight Cut Aviation Snip, solar wall lights, 
MInky retractable clothes line etc.
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1711 +VAT Addis compost caddy, set of 3 Prestige 
baking trays, vacuum thermo bottle, set of 3 
kitchen jugs, KitchenCraft Sloe Gin bottle, 
combination salt & pepper mill etc.

1712 +VAT CUB (Comfortable Upright Birth Support) 
comes with pump, information guide and 
storage bag

1713 +VAT Office items to include Sentry safe fire 
resistant document bag, large stapler, weekly 
planner, A4 lined notebooks, plastic binding 
combs etc

1714 +VAT Office items to include A5 lined 
notebooks, smart notebook, desk mats, folders, 
glue sticks, safe etc

1715 +VAT Office items to include wall clock, 5 tier 
magazine frame, expandible drawer dividers, 
organisers, vacuum bags, decorative stones, 
book light, LED motion sensor strip etc

1716 +VAT Office items to include document wallets, 
folders, printing paper, cordless air duster, pens, 
mini clipboards etc

1717 +VAT Office items to include A3 clip frame, A4 
ring binder, A4 lined notebooks, stickers, pens, 
electric pencil sharpener, sketchbook etc

1718 +VAT Office items to include Cricut heavy 
chipboard 2.0mm, chalk, pencil case, ink, 
notebooks, wooden self assembly postbox, 
punch needle hoop kit etc

1719 +VAT Household items to include gold coloured 
pedal bin, lava lamp, LED tea lights, quartz wall 
clock in white and grey, magnetic door curtain, 
smart LED bedside lamp etc

1720 +VAT Household items to include 23x8cm deep 
brown cake tin, 3 in 1 egg boiler, Kilner glass 
breakfast jar set, condiment bottles, cheese 
storage case, apple corer etc

1721 +VAT Household items to include smart Wi-Fi 
LED bulb, low energy 11W bulbs, LED strip 
lights, fish lamp, rechargeable lamp, disco ball, 
standard light bulbs, fairy lights etc

1722 +VAT Household items to include 3 Minky 
double retractable clothes lines, football, kitchen 
storage shelf etc

1723 +VAT Household items to include medium rustic 
serving board, Kitchencraft lemon squeezer, 
Thermos, Cast iron double sided griddle tray 
(broken handle), iDesign turntable, kitchen 
timers, Cole & Mason salt and pepper grinders 
etc

1724 +VAT Household items to include various toilet 
brushes, iDesign shelf, mirror, swing bin etc

1725 +VAT Selection of car phone holders, charging 
cables, phone cases, tablet cases, screen 
protectors, charging cables etc

1726 +VAT Vogue stainless steel saucepan, Barbary 
& Oak Fossil 4 piece mug set, stainless steel 
teapot, Joseph Joseph vacuum insulated water 
bottle, home bar gin goblet set, Joseph Joseph 
Tri-scale folding digital kitchen scale etc

1727 +VAT Household items to include Zyliss hand 
powered food processor, Greenchef large 
saucepan (for all heat sources), Joie cheese 
graters, lunchbox (1 clip is broken), Joseph 
Joseph ice cube trays, Thermos etc

1728 +VAT Household items to include MasterClass 
20cm cake tin, Joseph Joseph travel mug, 
cafetières, Daewoo electric meat cutter, 
GreenLife non-stick ceramic cake tin, garlic 
press, lunchbox etc

1729 +VAT Household items to include drainage bag, 
ultra slim dual nozzle sprayer bidet, various back 
and knee supports, thermometer etc

1730 +VAT Household items to include 3 scoops in 
pink, Vogue stainless steel cooking trays, 
cheese graters, storage containers, Etekcity set 
of kitchen scales, stainless steel tray, pestle and 
mortar etc

1731 +VAT DeLonghi Primadonna Soul coffee 
machine boxed

1732 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica Evo coffee machine 
boxed

1733 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine unboxed

1734 +VAT Melitta Barista T Smart coffee machine 
boxed

1737 +VAT Option 16 piece dinnerware set boxed

1738 +VAT KitchenAid multiply stainless steel wok

1739 +VAT Melitta Cremio hot and cold creamer

1740 +VAT Gourmet triple buffet server

1741 +VAT Sur La Table dual basket air fryer boxed

1742 +VAT Tower Vortex twin basket air fryer, 2 
single well air fryers and 2 Breville slow cookers

1743 +VAT Boxed Tower Express Pro 5 in 1 air fryer 
oven

1744 +VAT Boxed Tower 8L dual basket air fryer

1745 +VAT Tefal Oleoclean Pro

1746 +VAT InstantPot Vortex Plus Versazone air fryer

1747 +VAT InstantPot Gourmet crisp and air fryer
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1748 +VAT InstantPot duo crisp with ultimate lid multi 
cooker and air fryer

1749 +VAT 4 unboxed Gourmia single well air fryers

1750 +VAT 4 boxed Cookworks toasters

1751 +VAT Sur La Table twin well air fryer

1752 +VAT Sur La Table twin well air fryer

1753 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

1754 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

1755 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

1756 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

1757 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

1758 +VAT Russell Hobbs Go Create blender, 
Cookworks blender and further Russell Hobbs 
blender

1759 +VAT Sur La Table air fryer

1760 +VAT Braun multi quick 9 blender

1761 +VAT Braun multi quick 9 blender

1762 +VAT Braun multi quick 9 blender

1763 +VAT Braun multi quick 9 blender

1764 +VAT Master Pro Giro gold twin pan set and 2 
further loose pans

1765 +VAT BergHOFF Eurocast double roasting pan

1766 +VAT DeLonghi multi grill

1767 +VAT WaterPick water flosser together with 
Joseph Joseph chopping board set and Mesa 
double walled mugs

1770 +VAT Kenwood multi pro express weigh+ food 
processor

1771 +VAT Kenwood multi pro express weigh+ food 
processor

1772 +VAT Kenwood multi pro express weigh+ food 
processor

1773 Morphy Richards kettle and Russell Hobbs 
toaster

1775 Assortment of kitchenware including glass 
carafe, spaghetti strainer, boxed beer glasses 
etc

1776 +VAT 3 various kettles

1777 +VAT 2 Breville hot cups

1778 3 packs of double walled glass cups

1779 3 packs of double walled glass cups

1780 Panasonic FD2511 bread making machine

1781 Livivo electric cooker

1782 +VAT Large box of misc. kitchen appliances

1783 Philips triple well warming station

1785 +VAT Titan lunch kit

1786 +VAT Tefal electric fryer

1787 +VAT 2 Ottlite desk lamps

1788 +VAT Glasslock tempered glass food storage 
set

1789 +VAT 2 Sabatier expandible dish rack sets

1790 +VAT Bag of tablecloths

1791 +VAT Bag of tablecloths

1794 4 packs of glass tumblers together with 3 further 
boxed drinking glass sets

1795 +VAT Samsonite 2 piece suitcase set in black, 
boxed

1796 +VAT Boxed American Tourister suitcase

1797 +VAT Samsonite 2 piece suitcase set in grey

1798 +VAT Superdry suitcase in black

1799 +VAT American Tourister suitcase in black

1801 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Boden, 
Murci, Karen Millen, etc

1802 +VAT Selection of clothing to include BDG, 
Passenger, Barbour, etc

1803 +VAT Selection of various Arsenal football 
sports clothing

1804 +VAT Selection of various Arsenal football 
sports clothing

1805 +VAT Selection of various Arsenal football 
sports clothing

1806 +VAT Selection of various Arsenal football 
sports clothing

1807 +VAT Selection of various Arsenal football 
sports clothing

1808 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Gym 
Shark, Lulu Lemon, Nike, etc

1809 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

1810 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Boden, 
Never Fully Dressed, Urban Outiftters, etc

1811 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Needle & 
Thread, Hobbs, NoBody's Child, etc

1812 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Percival, 
White Fox, BDG, etc
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1813 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Penguin, 
Mercier, Spoke, etc

1814 +VAT Selection of Represent clothing

1815 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1816 +VAT Selection of designer accessories to 
include Sweaty Betty, Barbour, Paul Smith, 
OddBalls, New Era, Fjall Raven, Adonola, 
Moschino, Hanna Hats, Herschel, The White 
Company and Ralph Lauren

1817 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark sportswear

1818 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include 
Callway, Nike, Calvin Klein, etc

1819 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

1820 +VAT Selection of H&M clothing

1821 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Levis, 
Napapijri,Tommy Hilfiger, etc

1822 +VAT Selection of Boden clothing

1823 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Arket, 
Hobbs, Monsoon, etc

1824 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1825 +VAT Metier handbag in blue with dust bag

1826 +VAT The North Face 96 retro nuptse jacket in 
black size large

1827 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include 
Adonola, Lulu Lemon, Nike, etc

1828 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

1829 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

1830 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Mr Marvis, 
Weekend Offender, Berghaus, etc

1831 +VAT Selection of clothing to include NoBody's 
Child, Reiss, Boden, etc

1832 +VAT Selection of clothing to include White Fox, 
BDG, Helly Hansen, etc

1833 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1834 +VAT Boxed pair of B Malone X1 scorpion 
trainers in black / red size UK8

1835 +VAT Boxed pair of Fly London suede hi tops in 
grey / navy size UK6

1836 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma x Fenty Rihanna 
ankle strap sneakers in vanilla ice / puma white 
size UK6.5

1837 +VAT Boxed pair of Nike free run 2 trainers in 
black / white-dark grey size UK9.5

1838 +VAT Boxed pair of Nike air force 1 '07 SE 
trainers in white size UK4

1839 +VAT Boxed pair of Adidas ozweego trainers in 
brown size UK10.5 (signs of wear)

1840 +VAT Boxed pair of Jack Wolfskin vojo 3 
texapore low trainers in brown / phantom size 
UK8.5

1841 +VAT Boxed pair of Hy Equestrian armored 
terrain mud boots in black size EU40

1842 +VAT Boxed pair of Kurt Geiger Leighton black 
comb fabric sneakers size EU38

1843 +VAT Boxed pair of Hugo Boss Portland derby 
shoes in dark brown size UK9

1844 +VAT Boxed pair of Dr Martens adrian snaffle 
pecan brown and jersey cow print loafers in calf 
suede size UK8

1845 +VAT Boxed pair of Nike air max 95 trainers in 
white / yellow strike-wolf grey size UK10

1846 +VAT Boxed pair of Ugg M Hyde slippers in 
black size UK10

1847 +VAT Boxed pair of Nike AF1 shadow trainers in 
white size UK2.5

1848 +VAT Boxed pair of Adidas gazelle trainers in 
khaki size UK10

1849 +VAT Boxed pair of Dr Martens desert oasis 
suede snaffle loafer in light tan size UK8

1850 +VAT Boxed pair of Asics gel-nimbus 25 trainers 
in illusion blue / pure silver size UK8.5

1851 +VAT Boxed pair of Nike air max 97 trainers in 
black size UK10.5

1852 +VAT 2 x Pairs of trainers to include Adidas 
terrex UK9 and Nike Dimsix UK7

1853 +VAT 2 x Boxed pairs of DB wide fit shoes fox 
trainers in black and navy both size UK7

1854 +VAT 3 x Boxed pairs of trainers to include 
Saucony kilkenny XC7 UK8.5, Sketchers 
GoWalk Joy UK4 and Converse taylor UK6

1855 10 x Pairs of children's shoes to include Nike, 
Puma, etc

1856 +VAT 6 x Pairs of boots to include New Look, 
Zara, Stradivarius, etc

1857 +VAT 16 x Pairs of slippers to include H&M, 
Ralph Lauren, etc

1858 +VAT 9 x Pairs of flat shoes to include ASOS, 
Gabor, Sole London, etc
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1859 +VAT 10 x Pairs of high heels to include Steve 
Madden, MNG, Public Desire, etc

1860 +VAT 10 x Pairs of trainers to include Puma, 
Sketchers, Elle, etc

1861 +VAT Pair of Ugg wellington boots in khaki 
green size UK7

1862 +VAT Boxed pair of Loake Shoemakers hughes 
B black painted calf leather size 9.5 F

1863 +VAT Boxed pair of Represent apex nappa 
trainers in flat white size EU42.5

1864 +VAT Boxed pair of Adidas terrex swift solo 2 
trainers size UK7.5

1865 +VAT Boxed pair of Nike air max ivigor print 
trainers in black / white / cool-grey size UK11.5

1866 +VAT Boxed pair of Carvela liberty high heel 
black leather boots size EU37

1867 +VAT Boxed pair of Michael Kors irving lace up 
lasered leather trainers in white size EU35

1868 +VAT Boxed pair of New Balance trainers in 
grey size UK7.5

1869 +VAT Boxed pair of Nike revolution 7 trainers in 
armory blue / black-star blue size UK12

1870 +VAT Boxed pair of Represent apex tumbled 
leather trainers in black / vintage white size 
EU44

1871 +VAT Boxed pair of Represent apex tumbled 
leather trainers in black / white vintage size 
EU42

1872 +VAT Boxed pair of Represent reptor low 
leather trainers in flat white size EU42

1873 +VAT 3 x Boxed pairs of Hotter shoes to include 
raven, barnet and derrymore all size UK6

1874 +VAT 2 x Boxed pairs of Veja trainers sizes UK4 
and UK5

1875 +VAT 2 x Boxed pairs of Fly London cupido 
sandals both size UK5

1876 +VAT 2 x Boxed pairs of trainers to include 
Clarks un rio strap UK7 and Puma teveris nirto 
UK8.5

1877 +VAT 2 x Boxed pairs of Pod trainers in black 
and brown both size UK10

1878 +VAT 2 x Boxed pairs of Steve Madden trainers 
to include Aventura UK8 and Possession-E UK5

1879 +VAT 2 x Boxed pairs of boots to include White 
Stuff UK5 and Urban Outfitters UK4

1880 +VAT 9 x Paris of high heels to include Truffle, 
Zara, etc

1881 +VAT 9 x Pairs of various shoes to include 
Adidas, MNG, Regatta, etc

1882 +VAT 9 x Pairs of boots to include Solomon, 
Truffle, etc

1883 +VAT 6 x Pairs of boots to include Hotter, 
Clarks, etc

1884 +VAT 11 x Pairs of trainers in various styles and 
sizes

1885 +VAT 10 x Pairs of slippers to include Hush 
Puppies, TU, etc

2001 Weathered wrought iron 5 piece outdoor dining 
set comprising decorative circular table with 4 
matching decorative chairs

2002 Near pair of vintage metal heaters

2003 Concrete garden cherub together with small 
concrete cat and manual grinding wheel

2004 Set of 4 hardwood garden chairs

2005 Black rattan single seater garden hanging egg 
chair with beige cushion

2006 Wooden slatted picnic bench

2007 +VAT Veito Aero carbon infrared heater, boxed

2008 Set of 4 green plastic garden chairs

2009 Green metal 2 seater garden bench

2010 Set of 4 brown rattan garden chairs each with 
matching beige coloured cushions

2011 Set of 4 brown rattan garden chairs each with 
matching beige coloured cushions

2012 Set of 4 brown rattan garden chairs each with 
matching beige - no cushions

2013 Norfolk Grill 3 burner gas BBQ

2014 +VAT Boxed Grill Chef Grill Wagen wagon BBQ 
with Landmann premium BBQ cover and some 
BBQ utensils

2015 Weber gas BBQ

2016 2 teak garden deck chairs

2017 Pair of black folding reclining garden chairs

2018 +VAT 6 solar hanging garden lanterns

2019 +VAT 6 solar hanging garden lanterns

2020 +VAT 6 solar hanging garden lanterns

2021 +VAT 6 solar hanging garden lanterns

2022 +VAT 6 solar hanging garden lanterns

2023 +VAT 6 solar hanging garden lanterns

2024 +VAT 6 solar hanging garden lanterns
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2025 +VAT 6 solar hanging garden lanterns

2026 +VAT 6 solar hanging garden lanterns

2027 +VAT 6 solar hanging garden lanterns

2028 +VAT 2 boxed sets of 4 chrome outdoor garden 
spike spotlights

2029 +VAT 2 boxed sets of 4 chrome outdoor garden 
spike spotlights

2030 +VAT 2 boxed sets of 4 chrome outdoor garden 
spike spotlights

2031 +VAT 2 boxed sets of 4 chrome outdoor garden 
spike spotlights

2032 +VAT Boxed 4 tier garden grow house

2033 +VAT Boxed 4 tier garden grow house

2034 +VAT Boxed 4 tier garden grow house

2035 +VAT Boxed 4 tier garden grow house

2036 +VAT Boxed 4 tier garden grow house (145 x 59 
x 45cm)

2037 +VAT Boxed 4 tier garden grow house (145 x 59 
x 45cm)

2038 +VAT Boxed 4 tier garden grow house (145 x 59 
x 45cm)

2039 Boxed 2 door foldable wired dog crate

2040 +VAT Brown Kirkland Signature circular dog bed

2041 2 plastic dog beds

2042 Pair of green metal hanging basket stands

2043 Pair of weathered wrought iron wall mounted 
outdoor shelves

2044 12x 40cm (15") wire hanging baskets with 
integrated coco liners

2045 12x 40cm (15") wire hanging baskets with 
integrated coco liners

2046 Collection of various outdoor decorative items to 
include approx. 21 miniature concrete owl 
ornaments, insect house, hanging basket etc

2047 +VAT 2 sets of LED vintage garden string lights 
(1 boxed, 1 unboxed)

2048 Precision Pro 2 wheeled push along seed 
spreader

2049 4 10m x 0.9m rolls of galvanised wire netting

2050 Box containing qty of various outdoor garden 
related items to include mainly hose lock 
accessories and large bird feeder

2051 Bag of puppy training mats and pads

2052 Galvanised small door mat

2053 Box containing 5 wooden handled garden hand 
trowels

2054 4 boxes of flow pro half inch nozzles

2055 10x 35cm (14") brown rattan effect hanging 
baskets

2056 10x 35cm (14") brown rattan effect hanging 
baskets

2057 2 dog and puppy weathervanes

2058 2 dog and puppy weathervanes

2059 2 dog and puppy weathervanes

2060 20x 19x60cm galvanised mesh panels

2061 Large qty of outdoor garden hand tools to 
include brushes, rakes, spades, forks etc

2062 +VAT Boxed pair of men's weatherproof boots in 
black and grey size UK12

2064 48x 90cm garden stakes

2065 48x 90cm garden stakes

2066 48x 90cm garden stakes

2067 48x 90cm garden stakes

2068 8 rustic Tedwards

2069 Pair of pigeon keeping boxes

2070 8x 1.8x0.15m log rolls

2071 6 Ede & Bloom Verdigris ball wind spinners

2072 2 bamboo log rolls

2073 2x 30mx1m rolls of weed control fabric

2074 Box containing qty of various hanging basket 
equipment to include brackets, liner etc

2075 3 trays of mixed tomato plants to include Beef, 
Money Maker and Golden Sunrise

2076 3 trays of mixed tomato plants to include Roma, 
Cherry and Alicante

2077 3 trays of mixed tomato plants to include Golden 
Sunrise, Roma and Money Maker

2078 3 trays of mixed tomato plants to include Beef, 
Alicante and Cherry

2079 Tray containing 6 broad bean plants

2080 Tray containing 6 courgette plants

2081 Tray containing qty of beetroot plants

2082 Tray containing 15 strawberry plants

2083 3 trays of garlic plants

2084 3 trays of garlic plants
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2085 3 trays of onion plants

2086 3 trays of onion plants

2087 2 trays of mixed trailing lobelia

2088 2 trays of blue compact lobelia

2089 3 trays of Spencer sweet peas

2090 3 trays of Spencer sweet peas

2091 Brown and black wind up garden parasol

2092 2 garden sun lounger covers

2093 2 garden table covers

2094 +VAT Pair of boxed Lifetime Adirondack chairs

2095 2.5m wind up garden parasol (brown)

2096 2.5m wind up garden parasol (blue)

2097 Qty of vintage wooden fruit crates

2098 Wooden flatpack raised garden bed

2099 2 boxes containing approx. 20 garden grow 
plant support mesh

2100 2 boxes containing approx. 20 garden grow 
plant support mesh

2101 2 boxes containing approx. 20 garden grow 
plant support mesh

2102 2 boxes containing approx. 20 garden grow 
plant support mesh

2103 2 boxes of Arcan mouse bait (12 in each box)

2104 2 boxes of Arcan mouse bait (12 in each box)

2105 Box containing 10x 12" green hanging basket 
brackets (30cm/12")

2106 Box containing 10x 12" green hanging basket 
brackets (30cm/12")

2107 Large qty of mixed BBQ accessories

2108 Box containing 16 instant disposable BBQ's

2109 6x 500g boxes of J.Arthur Bowers lawn seed

2110 2 boxes containing 10 rolls in each box of 30m 
PVC garden wire

2111 Box containing 24 hanging basket height 
adjusters

2112 3 boxes of Intex crystal clear pool filter 
cartridges together with Intex crystal clear 
electric pool heater and 3 similar pool filter 
packs

2113 +VAT 4 packs of Worx robotic lawnmower 
magnetic edge strips

2114 +VAT 4 packs of Worx robotic lawnmower 
magnetic edge strips

2115 +VAT 4 packs of Worx robotic lawnmower 
magnetic edge strips

2116 +VAT 4 packs of Worx robotic lawnmower 
magnetic edge strips

2117 Large qty of outdoor garden hand tools to 
include rakes, forks, spades, pump sprayer etc

2118 Petrol bent arm strimmer

2119 Petrol bent arm strimmer

2120 Garden Tech petrol bent arm strimmer

2121 Shibaura petrol hedge cutter

2122 Handy electric garden leaf blower together with 
Flymo electric hedge cutter and electric garden 
groom

2123 Bosch electric chainsaw

2124 Karcher K6.50 electric pressure washer

2125 Wolfe blaster max electric pressure washer with 
patio cleaning attachment

2126 Makita BHX2501 petrol leaf blower

2127 Ideal petrol hedge cutter

2128 Boxed ARG electric pressure washer

2129 Hose lock pond vac

2130 Countax petrol ride on lawn mower with key

2131 Honda HRB425 self propelling petrol lawn 
mower

2132 McCulloch hand propelled petrol lawn mower

2133 Webb self propelled petrol lawn mower

2134 Mountfield hand propelled petrol lawn mower

2135 Honda F200 petrol rotovator

2136 4 Briggs & Stratton lawn mower engines

2137 Qualcast electric lawnmower

2138 Flymo electric lawnmower

2139 Turf roller

2140 Electric lawn raker

2141 Potted Damson Merryweather tree

2142 3 potted tulip planters

2143 3 potted tulip planters

2144 3 potted tulip planters

2145 Pair of pre planted hanging baskets containing 
mixed plants
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2146 Pair of pre planted hanging baskets containing 
mixed plants

2147 Pair of pre planted hanging baskets containing 
mixed plants

2148 Tray containing 15 pots of parsley

2149 Tray containing 15 pots of parsley

2150 Tray containing 18 pots of dwarf hybrid dhalias

2151 Tray containing 18 pots of dwarf hybrid dhalias

2152 Tray containing 18 pots of dwarf hybrid dhalias

2153 Tray containing 15 pots of peggasis strawberry 
plants

2154 Tray containing 15 pots of peggasis strawberry 
plants

2155 Tray containing 18 pots of ivy

2156 Tray containing 18 pots of ivy

2157 4 small trays of corgette plants

2158 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed tomato plants to 
include money makers, gardenders delight, etc

2159 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed tomato plants to 
include money makers, gardenders delight, etc

2160 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed tomato plants to 
include money makers, gardenders delight, etc

2161 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed tomato plants to 
include money makers, gardenders delight, etc

2162 Tray containing 12 pots of bacopa

2163 Tray containing 12 pots of bacopa

2164 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed Surfimia

2165 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed Surfimia

2166 Tray containing 9 pots of mixed Surfimia

2167 Tray containing 12 pots of mixed petunias

2168 Tray containing 12 pots of mixed petunias

2169 Tray containing 12 pots of mixed petunias

2170 Tray containing 12 pots of mixed petunias

2171 2 tray containing 18 pots pansies

2172 2 tray containing 18 pots pansies

2173 7 trays of mixed daisies

2174 6 trays of mixed daisies

2175 Tray containing 9 pots of Cambridge favourite 
strawberry plants

2176 Tray containing 9 pots Elsanta strawberry plants

2177 6 small trays of penny lane violas

2178 6 small trays of penny lane violas

2179 Tray containing 8 pots of purple flowering 
heather

2180 Tray containing 8 pots of purple flowering 
heather

2181 Tray containing 4 large potted Genista

2182 Tray containing 4 large potted Genista

2183 Tray containing 4 large potted Genista

2184 2 ceramic lobelia planters

2185 2 ceramic lobelia planters

2186 3 small potted rhododendron

2187 2 small potted rhododendron

2188 2 boxed 1.9L decorative easy garden obelisks

2189 2 boxed 1.9L decorative easy garden obelisks

2190 2 boxed 1.9L decorative easy garden obelisks

2191 2 boxed 1.9L decorative easy garden obelisks

2192 2 boxed 1.9L decorative easy garden obelisks

2193 2 boxed 1.9L decorative easy garden obelisks

2194 Pair of potted French lavendar nights of passion 
planters

2195 Pair of potted French lavendar nights of passion 
planters

2196 Potted trumpetiere rose

2197 Potted ruby wedding hybrid tea rose

2198 Potted fragrant delight floribunda rose

2199 Potted tumpetiere floribunda rose

2200 Potted Lili Marleen floribunda rose

2201 Potted Lili Marleen floribunda rose

2202 Potted Montana Var.Rubens climbing clematis

2203 Potted Montana Var.Rubens climbing clematis

2204 Potted Montana Var.Rubens climbing clematis

2205 Potted Montana Var.Rubens climbing clematis

2206 Potted viburnum

2207 3 potted pink flowering Dicentra

2208 3 potted pink flowering Dicentra

2209 3 potted pink flowering Dicentra

2210 4 potted senetti magenta

2211 3 potted senetti magenta

2212 Pair of potted Sarah Bernhadt Paeomia
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2213 Pair of potted Sarah Bernhadt Paeomia

2214 Pair of potted Sarah Bernhadt Paeomia

2215 Pair of potted red flowering astilbe

2216 Pair of potted flowering astilbe - 1 pink, 1 red

2217 Pair of potted flowering astilbe - 1 pink, 1 white

2218 Pair of potted flowering astilbe - 2 white

2219 Potted white hybrid rhododendron

2220 Potted white hybrid rhododendron

2221 Potted white hybrid rhododendron

2222 Potted white hybrid rhododendron

2223 Potted white hybrid rhododendron

2224 Potted white hybrid rhododendron

2225 Potted white hybrid rhododendron

2226 Tray containing 9 potted mixed coloured roses

2227 Tray containing 9 potted mixed coloured roses

2228 Tray containing 9 potted mixed coloured roses

2229 4 potted raspberry fruit canes

2230 Pair of potted Ben Sarek blackcurrant bushes

2231 Pair of potted Wellington blackcurrant fruit 
bushes

2232 Potted Cobra apple fruit tree

2233 Potted Doyenne Du Comice pear fruit tree

2234 Large potted pinky white rhododendron

2235 Large potted pinky white rhododendron

2236 Potted Golden Torch rhododendron

2237 Potted Golden Torch rhododendron

2238 Potted Golden Torch rhododendron

2239 Potted Golden Torch rhododendron

2240 Potted Golden Torch rhododendron

2241 Potted Golden Torch rhododendron

2242 Potted Golden Torch rhododendron

2243 Pair of Accadda planters

2244 Potted pink camellia in brown ceramic glazed 
pot

2245 4x 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2246 4x 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2247 4x 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2248 4x 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2249 4x 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2250 4x 150x30cm tomato plant support frames

2251 Wooden slatted picnic bench

2252 Wooden slatted picnic bench

2253 5 large bags of chopped wood

2254 5 large bags of chopped wood

2255 Pallet of wooden offcuts

2256 +VAT Boxed Tommy Bahama stainless steel 
94.6L cooler

2257 3 tubs of Ronseal 1 coat timber care paint in 
dark oak together with small wooden crate of 
mixed sized paint brushes

2258 Large bundle of 1m garden stakes

2259 +VAT Twisted artificial conifer in grey slate 
planter

2260 Terracotta strawberry planter together with 3 
various style planters

2261 Qty of various garden folding chairs and tables

2262 White ceramic jardinière

2263 +VAT Scruffs blue folding cat bed together with 
bag of various dog toys

2264 Large concrete freestanding Buddha

2265 Pair of concrete laying down lions

2266 Concrete kneeling angel

2267 Large concrete Buddha's head

2268 Concrete kneeling gladiator

2269 Concrete sitting gargoyle on throne

2270 Pair of concrete smoking Irish pixies

2271 Pair of concrete cartoon dragons

2272 Concrete Hercules in plinth

2273 Trio of penguins

2274 Concrete crocodile

2275 Concrete laying down angel

2276 Concrete English wild hare, together with a 
laying rabbit

2277 Pair of concrete knights

2278 Set of 4 concrete tribal columns

2279 Pair of concrete laying down lions

2280 Concrete pelican base bird bath

2281 2 concrete angels
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2282 Concrete shell shaped bird bath

2283 Concrete jaguar

2284 Concrete figure in form of Cleopatra

2285 Concrete sitting angel holding flowers

2286 Easter Island concrete statue

2287 Pair of kneeling garden lions

2288 Large concrete orangutan, together with a 
concrete gorilla and baby

2289 Pair of concrete kneeling Chinese warriors

2290 Concrete labrador

2291 Concrete lying Buddha

2292 3 concrete footballl plaques; Arsenal, 
Manchester United and West Ham

2294 Teak 3 tier guinea pig enclosure

2295 Teak 3 tier guinea pig enclosure

2301 4 wheel battery operated

2302 +VAT Vitesse Force electric bike, no key or 
charger

2303 +VAT A Schwinn mountain bike in grey

2304 +VAT A Schwinn mountain bike in grey

2305 Carerra TDF.JR racing bike in black and yellow

2306 Kudos mountain bike in silver and blue

2307 Fellia folding commuter cycle

2308 Twent vintage town bike in red

2309 Boys Apollo Teddy star fighter bike

2310 GX 2000 town bike in yellow and red

2311 Blue Apollo mens bike

2312 Tomahawk folding commuter cycle in black and 
silver

2313 Boys Apollo Chaos mountain bike in grey

2314 Ammaco mountain bike in grey

2315 Longway Spirit mountain bike in grey

2316 Raleigh Equipe racing bike in white and grey

2317 Qty of various bike wheels and tyres

2318 Colt Pride blue mobility scooter with key and 
charger

2319 Sunrise medical 4 wheel collapsible wheelchair

2320 Childs 4 wheeled pedal go kart together with a 
childs plastic ride on car

2321 Vintage metal 3 wheeled scooter together with a 
skateboard

2322 +VAT Boxed 3 section bike stand with storage 
above

2323 +VAT Adidas treadmill

2324 +VAT Proform exercise bike

2325 +VAT 2 10kg rubberised dumbells together with 
2 12kg rubberised dumbells and and oplictical 
machine

2326 Profitness work out weight lifting bench with 
dumbells and weights

2327 Body train electric treadmill

2328 Pallet containing a York fitness weight bench 
together with a qty of various mixed weights

2329 UFC Ultimate Combat boxing bag 
(disassembled)

2330 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2331 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2332 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2333 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2334 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2335 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2336 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2337 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2338 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2339 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2340 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2341 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2342 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2343 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2344 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets
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2345 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2346 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2347 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2348 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2349 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2350 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2351 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2352 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2353 Box containing 20 pairs of hot shapers fitness 
power knee pant sets

2354 Cased set of 4 garden lawn bowls

2355 Qty of mixed branded golf clubs

2356 Box containing approx 112 mixed branded used 
golf balls

2357 Qty of mixed various golf clubs

2358 Qty of mainly mix branded golf clubs together 
with a tub of golf balls

2359 Qty of various mainly sported related equipment 
and clothing to include karate outfits, sport 
socks, cricket bat and associated equipment, etc

2360 +VAT Eze glide compact 3 wheel golf trolley

2361 Flat pack fuse ball table

2362 Outbond chateau 4 person tent

2363 Highlander 2/3 person tent together with 2 cased 
Adventurridge collapsible camping beds

2364 Qty of mixed camping related items

2365 Pair of wooden oars

2366 10 white and green striped beach umbrellas

2367 2 boxes containing 24 packs of Weber fire 
lighter cube sets

2368 2 boxes containing 24 packs of Weber fire 
lighter cube sets

2369 Bundle of various fishing poles

2370 Qty of various branded vintage fishing rods

2371 Box containing a large qty of mainly outdoor 
childrens water paddling pools and associated 
items

2372 +VAT 2 Berghaus half zip fleeces in red (size 
XXL)

2373 +VAT 2 Berghaus half zip fleeces in red (size 
XXL)

2374 +VAT 2 Berghaus half zip fleeces in red (size 
XXL)

2375 +VAT 2 Berghaus half zip fleeces in red (size 
XXL)

2376 +VAT Berghaus half zip fleece in black (size L), 
together with a Berghaus half zip fleece in red 
(size M)

2377 +VAT Berghaus full zip waterproof coat in blue 
and white (size L), together with a Berghaus half 
zip fleece in grey (size L)

2378 +VAT Berghaus full zip fleece in blue and black 
(size XXL), together with a Berghaus hoodie in 
blue (size XXL)

2379 +VAT Berghaus full zip fleece in black (size 
XXL), together with a Berghaus full zip fleece in 
black (size XXL)

2380 +VAT Berghaus full zip fleece in blue and black 
(size XXL), together with a Berghaus half zip 
fleece in red (size XXL)

2381 +VAT Berghaus half zip fleece in red (size XL), 
together with a Berghaus half zip fleece in black 
(size XL)

2382 +VAT Berghaus half zip fleece in grey (size L), 
together with a Berghaus half zip fleece in red 
(size L)

2383 +VAT Berghaus full zip waterproof jacket in navy 
(size L)

2384 +VAT Bag containing 15 pairs of Berghaus 
trousers

2385 +VAT Bag containing 15 pairs of Berghaus 
trousers

2386 +VAT Bag containing 15 pairs of Berghaus 
trousers

2387 +VAT Bag containing 15 pairs of Berghaus 
trousers

2388 +VAT Bag containing 5 pairs of Callaway 
branded trousers

2389 +VAT 2 Callaway quarter neck zip up long 
sleeve tops in blue (size M)

2390 +VAT 2 Callaway quarter neck zip up long 
sleeve tops in navy (size XXL)

2391 +VAT 2 Callaway quarter neck zip up long 
sleeve tops, 1 in black and 1 in blue (size L)
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2392 +VAT Columbia full zip jacket, together with a 
button up quarter neck fleece

2393 +VAT Columbia full zip jacket, together with a 
button up quarter neck fleece

2394 +VAT Columbia full zip jacket, together with a 
button up quarter neck fleece

2395 +VAT Columbia full zip jacket, together with a 
button up quarter neck fleece

2396 +VAT Columbia full zip jacket, together with a 
button up quarter neck fleece in burgundy

2397 +VAT Columbia full zip jacket in green (size L), 
together with a Columbia cream and black 
jumper

2398 +VAT 2 Columbia half zip fleeces in navy and 
black (size XXL)

2399 +VAT Bag containing a large quantity of snoods, 
gloves, hats etc.

2401 Large quantity of blue stackable chairs on metal 
supports

2402 Metal 6 drawer filing cabinet

2403 Locbox yellow metal wall mounted single door 
cabinet with key

2404 17 blue fabric stackable conference chairs on 
metal supports

2405 Set of 3 blue fabric conference chairs on metal 
support

2406 Set of 6 black fabric twin armed office chairs on 
5 star base supports

2407 Set of 6 black fabric twin armed office chairs on 
5 star base supports

2408 Set of 5 black fabric twin armed office chairs on 
5 star base supports

2409 4 drawer metal filing cabinet with key

2410 +VAT Tresanti adjustable height desk, boxed

2411 Children's classroom storage unit with trays

2412 Modern dark wood style picnic bench

2413 Pair of wooden single door storage cabinets

2414 +VAT La Z boy office chair, unboxed

2415 +VAT Twin armed gaming chair with 5 star base 
support, unboxed

2416 +VAT Sensible Eco Living motion sensor bin, 
boxed

2417 +VAT Sensible Eco Living motion sensor bin, 
unboxed

2418 +VAT Sensible Eco Living 2 piece step bin set, 
boxed

2419 +VAT Sensible Eco Living 2 piece step bin set, 
boxed

2420 +VAT Simple Human dual compartment step 
bin, boxed

2421 2 door Hoover fridge freezer

2422 Beaco 5kg. washing machine model WM5120 W

2423 Logik 7kg washing machine model LVD7W18

2424 Zanussi 7kg tumble dryer model ZDC 37200W

2425 +VAT Boxed DeLonghi microwave oven in 
cream

2426 +VAT Unboxed Russell Hobbs digital microwave

2427 +VAT Unboxed Russell Hobbs digital microwave

2428 +VAT Unboxed Morphy Richards microwave in 
black

2429 +VAT Selection of microwaves to include 
Cookworks digital microwaves and Morphy 
Richards

2430 Unboxed Icepoint wine cooler

2431 +VAT Boxed Samsung digital microwave oven

2432 +VAT Unboxed Samsung digital microwave 
oven

2433 +VAT Boxed Sensio Home gourmet professional 
pizza multi oven

2434 +VAT Boxed Sensio Home gourmet professional 
pizza multi oven

2435 +VAT Unboxed Russell Hobbs digital microwave

2436 +VAT Unboxed digital Panasonic microwave

2437 +VAT Unboxed digital Panasonic microwave

2438 +VAT Pansonic NN-E28JBM digital microwave 
oven in black

2439 +VAT 3 Cookworks microwaves

2440 *Withdrawn*

2441 +VAT Boxed Aircraft Power Glide cordless hard 
floor cleaner

2442 +VAT Boxed Aircraft Power Glide cordless hard 
floor cleaner

2443 +VAT Unboxed Samsung JetBot with battery 
and accessories

2444 +VAT Unboxed Samsung Jet 70 with battery

2445 +VAT Unboxed Bosch Athlet series 6 cordless 
vacuum cleaner

2446 +VAT Shark corded anti hair wrap vacuum 
cleaner
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2447 +VAT Shark corded anti hair wrap vacuum 
cleaner

2448 +VAT Shark corded anti hair wrap vacuum 
cleaner

2449 +VAT Shark corded anti hair wrap vacuum 
cleaner

2450 +VAT Shark corded anti hair wrap vacuum 
cleaner

2451 +VAT Shark corded anti hair wrap vacuum 
cleaner

2452 +VAT Unboxed Shark Duo Clean vacuum 
cleaner

2453 Unboxed Dyson DC25 corded vacuum cleaner

2454 +VAT Boxed Bissell Spot Clean carpet and 
upholstery cleaner

2455 +VAT Boxed Henry Micro vacuum cleaner

2456 +VAT Boxed Henry Micro vacuum cleaner

2457 +VAT Boxed Special Edition Henry Micro 
vacuum cleaner

2458 Unboxed Dyson DC05 vacuum cleaner

2459 Unboxed Vax C85-EW-b vacuum cleaner

2460 +VAT Boxed Tefal Ultimate Pure steam iron

2461 +VAT Boxed Steam Works steam iron together 
with boxed Tower steam iron

2462 Box containing large qty of toilet brushes

2463 2 boxes containing 20 packs of 100 Comfort 
powder free nitrile examination gloves (size S)

2464 2 boxes containing 20 packs of 100 Comfort 
powder free nitrile examination gloves (size S)

2465 2 boxes containing 20 packs of 100 Comfort 
powder free nitrile examination (size S)

2466 2 boxes containing 20 packs of 100 Comfort 
powder free nitrile examination gloves (size S)

2467 2 boxes containing 20 packs of 100 Comfort 
powder free nitrile examination gloves (size S)

2468 +VAT Qty of household items to include 
Johnson Johnson washing bin, Shark steam 
mop, box of Kirkland dishwasher detergent etc

2469 Box containing large qty of long handle broom 
sets

2470 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2471 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2472 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2473 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2474 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2475 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2476 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2477 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2478 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2479 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2480 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2481 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2482 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2483 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2484 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2485 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2486 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2487 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2488 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2489 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2490 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2491 +VAT 3050mm x 610mm Alu aluminium double 
sided splash back

2492 +VAT Pair of boxed De'Longhi Dragon 4 Pro 
radiators

2493 +VAT 3 De'Longhi Dragon 4 Pro radiators, 
unboxed

2494 +VAT 3 De'Longhi Dragon 4 Pro radiators, 
unboxed

2495 +VAT Pair of De'Longhi Radia S digital electric 
oil filled radiators, boxed

2496 +VAT 4 DeLonghi oil filled radiators
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2497 +VAT De'Longhi HSX slimline pro heater, 
together with a small De'Longni radiator and 2 
Duux heaters

2498 +VAT Reginox water tap boiler with tap and 
carbon anti scale media filter

2500 Boxed Blanco Keramik white ceramic single 
bowl sink with drainer

2501 +VAT Grohe all-inclusive bathroom design set, 
boxed

2502 +VAT Boxed Tavistok LED bathroom mirror, 
together with a grey anti-slip bathroom mat and 
a Roper Rhodes secure fix toilet seat

2503 3 crates of various plumbing fittings

2504 4 Cransley 1.5 Undermount bowl sinks

2505 Box containing a large quantity of mixed 
plumbing fittings

2506 +VAT Meaco Arete One electric dehumidifier

2507 +VAT Woods electric dehumidifier

2508 +VAT Woods electric dehumidifier

2509 +VAT Wood's electric 18L dehumidifier

2510 +VAT Wood's electric 18L dehumidifier

2511 Towelrads Cobham chrome towel radiator 
(1200x500) together with a brass flat ladder 
towel warmer

2512 +VAT 2 Dimplex free standing heaters

2513 Large quantity of mixed style lighting

2514 Large quantity of various style lighting and 
associated accessories

2515 2 boxes containing approximately 40 JSP 10-
piece replacement filter mask sets

2516 Crate containing a large quantity of mixed size 
car window wiper blades

2517 +VAT Bag containing 5 Wessex cordless 
window vacuums

2519 Yale external siren, together with a Yale 
repeater and a crate of various Yale key-free 
cylinders

2520 6 various size Yale replacement PVC new 
doorlocks

2521 +VAT 5 MacAllister sweeper brush and 
extensions lancers, boxed

2522 +VAT 2 qty of 5m. smart colour changing strip 
lights, together with a 2-piece LED downlight set 
and a BG garage consumer unit

2523 Tray containing car parts with Makita drill with 
battery and charger

2524 Bag containing a quantity of drain rods

2525 +VAT Wessex 18L. Wet & Dry vacuum cleaner 
with hose and pole

2526 +VAT 2 Toolmaster collapsible sack barrows

2527 Crate of mainly vintage carpentry hand tools, to 
include wooden planes, saws etc.

2528 Crate containing a quantity of carpenter's files

2529 Box of various ironmongery

2530 Crate containing a quantity of various caravan 
associated accessories to include hitchlocks, 
conversion leads, extension mirrors etc.

2531 +VAT 2 BonAire 12V. tyre inflators

2532 2 x 120cm. motorcycle chains

2533 Automotive battery jump starter

2534 Boxed Karcher 211Plus electric pressure 
washer

2535 Bag containing various punch code door locks 
and Rutland door closers

2536 *Withdrawn*

2537 *Withdrawn*

2538 Crate containing a large quantity of drawer 
runners

2539 240V. skilsaw

2540 2 distant measurers

2541 Cased 25 piece socket set

2542 Makita cordless drill, together with 1 other

2543 Parkside 240V. skilsaw, together with a Wickes 
240V. circular saw

2544 Record #5 bench mounted workshop vice, 
together with 1 similar

2545 Draper 240V bench drill

2546 Record #2 bench mounted workshop vice

2547 2 cased Makita cordless drills with 2 batteries 
and charger

2548 Blue metal expanding tool box containing mixed 
tooling, together with a Nail Master2 electric nail 
gun and case containing a quantity of Bosch 
branded saw blades

2549 Metal expandable toolbox containing mixed 
tooling

2550 +VAT 5 packs of Loft Ledge Truss Shelving kits, 
together with a Loft Legs kit

2551 Wooden carpenters toolchest containing a 
quantity of mixed tooling
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2552 Boxed Black & Decker workhorse, together with 
a sack of mixed tooling

2553 Laser measure tripod, together with a steel lintel

2554 +VAT Various items incl. carpet grippers, 
bookcase shelving brackets, wardrobe rails, coat 
hooks, etc.

2555 3 spray guns together with a quantity of 
carpenter's chisels and a Linbin of mixed size 
drill bits

2556 Deca Dynamic scroll saw

2557 Quantity of mixed electric tools, to include 3 
sanders, 2 hammer drills, a DeWalt tool case 
(no contents) and jig

2558 10 pairs of high visibility trousers

2559 +VAT 2 x 240V. LED tripod work lights, together 
with a 240V. portable work light with socket

2560 +VAT Boxed pair of Wessex LED tripod work 
lights

2561 6 various sack barrow wheels

2562 +VAT Bag containing a quantity of LED garden 
flood lights

2563 +VAT Bag containing boxed and unboxed 
Wessex LED garden flood lights

2564 Box containing a large quantity of powder-free 
vinyl gloves

2565 Crate containing a quantity of mixed electrical 
items

2566 4 crates of various style screws and nails

2567 Bay containing a large quantity of mixed tooling

2568 Box containing various car related items, to 
include jump leads, jerry cans etc.

2569 +VAT Wickes 26" Professional toolbox with box 
of heat glue sticks

2570 Silverline Air Hammer set

2571 Heavy duty stretch film dispenser

2572 Quantity of Punk branded 180 x 3mm. stone 
cutting discs

2573 Ryobi industrial router with Powerbase 240V 
power saw

2574 +VAT Clarke Air stapler, together with 2 torque 
wrenches

2575 Crate containing a quantity of various door 
handles, finials etc.

2576 *Withdrawn*

2577 4 crates of various items to include sandpaper 
sheets, car related items

2578 Quantity of vintage paraphernalia, to include 2 
metal jerry cans, 2 hurricane style lanterns and a 
metal ammunition box

2579 Shallow tray containing a quantity of vintage 
style oil cans

2580 Quantity of mixed electrical tooling, to include 2 
Bosch hammer drills, power level sander, drill 
stand, cased drill stand, cased drill bit set and a 
cordless drill with battery and charger

2581 3 crates and a case of various mixed tooling

2582 4 boxes of miscellaneous garage accessories, to 
include screws and fixings, shelving brackets, 
staple ware, wall paper steamer etc.

2583 Box containing 10 sheets of 1200 x 600 x 6mm. 
STS insulation boarding

2584 Boxed pair of DeWalt Mason steel toe safety 
boots in dark brown (size UK 9)

2585 Boxed pair of DeWalt Mason steel toe safety 
boots in tan (size UK 10)

2586 +VAT 2 DeWalt full zip grey waterproof jackets 
(size XXL)

2587 +VAT 2 DeWalt full zip grey waterproof jackets 
(size XXL)

2588 +VAT DeWalt full zip grey waterproof jacket 
(size XXL), together with a DeWalt quarter neck 
zip up fleece (size M)

2589 Quantity of various style brushes and brooms, 
together with roll of hessian, decorators poles 
etc.

2590 19 various size scaffold boards

2591 10 lengths of 2" x 4" CLS timber

2592 10 lengths of 2" x 4" CLS timber

2593 10 lengths of 2" x 4" CLS timber

2594 10 lengths of 2" x 4" CLS timber

2595 13 grey slate slabs/floor tiles

2596 14 ceramic wood effect floor tiles

2597 Builders wheelbarrow

2598 Builders wheelbarrow

2599 Builders wheelbarrow

2600 Builders wheelbarrow

2601 Werner 2 tread metal step ladder, together with 
an aluminium 3 tread step ladder
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2602 Pallet containing a large quantity of 4" drainage 
parts and accessories

2603 4 packs of 15mm. laminate flooring

2604 Pallet containing 15 Heras fencing stands

2605 Pallet containing a large quantity of various style 
block paving

2606 Wooden collapsible work bench

2607 Pine 4 tier shelving rack, together with a metal 4 
tier shelving rack

2608 4 qty. 6' wooden fence posts

2609 TT towbar

2610 4 wheel pull along platform trolley

2611 4 wheel pull along platform trolley

2612 Aluminium 12 tread step ladder, together with an 
aluminium 3 step tread ladder

2613 Bele electric cement mixer with stand

2614 Mechanics 2 wheel extendable tool box 
containing various tooling

2615 +VAT Arcan 2750kg. steel professional floor 
jack

2616 +VAT Boxed Champion petrol powered pressure 
washer

2617 +VAT Unboxed Champion petrol powered 
pressure washer

2618 +VAT Champion 2600PSI petrol pressure 
washer with hose and lance

2619 Munich Tools 6.5HP petrol pressure washer with 
hose and lance

2620 3 various sized tyres

2621 Pallet containing a large quantity of various 
veneer wood

2622 4 height adjustable builders trestles

2623 Lumberjack 240V table saw

2624 2 aluminium screening bars

2625 4 wheel pull along platform trolley

2626 4 wheel pull along platform trolley

2627 4 wheel platform trolley

2628 Slingsby of London, Liverpool & Bristol heavy 
duty wooden framed sack barrow

2629 Large metal pot, together with a jockey wheel

2630 Boxed SIP stainless steel booster pump

2631 Clarke industrial 110V air compressor with hose

2632 Draper 10" circular bench saw

2633 +VAT Keter Pro collapsible work bench

2634 Aluminium combi ladder

2635 Metal 10 tread ladder

2636 2 pine framed ceiling windows

2637 *Withdrawn*

2638 10 lengths of timber

2639 +VAT 3 Honeywell Home series 3 wireless 
portable doorbells

2640 +VAT 3 Honeywell Home series 3 wireless 
portable doorbells

2641 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3 plus chime

2642 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 4 plus chime (no 
battery)

2643 +VAT Drayton Digistat 2 piece thermostat set 
with Honeywell Home DT2 digital wired 
thermostat

2644 Boxed 600W solar power converter

2645 Ultimotive Williams Racing fabric protector 
cleaning kits

2646 Ultimotive Williams Racing fabric protector 
cleaning kits

2647 +VAT Boxed Nextbase 300W In-Car Dash Cam

2648 +VAT Boxed Nextbase 300W In-Car Dash Cam
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